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Vaccinated on the One-Year Anniversary of the Pandemic
Librarian Bonnie Petry of the John M. Pfau Library
The World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11, 2020.  On March 11, 
2021, I was vaccinated.  This is my story.
 Anticipating that I would have some sort of reaction to the vaccination, since I always had one with ordinary 
flu shots, I was determined to choose a vaccination site that was as close to my house as possible.  Vaccination phase 
1B which included educators began and the hunt was on for an appointment.
 I checked the sites I’d chosen a few times and found no appointments.  Then, on March 9th, quite by chance, 
I happened to go to the appointment site for the Loma Linda University Drayson Vac Center just as a whole batch 
of appointments became available.  This site was only 8 miles from my house and I could take surface streets to get 
there.  My appointment was for March 11, 2021 at noon.
 When I received confirmation for my appointment, I was surprised to learn that I would be getting the J&J 
one-shot vaccine which the FDA had authorized for emergency use on February 27.  I had expected to get either the 
Pfizer or Moderna version.  
 Having checked in online at home, I arrived well ahead of time.  As I drove past the center to the visitor’s 
parking lot, I was dismayed by the enormous line of people.  As I hiked from the parking lot towards the end of that 
line, I passed a man and a woman coming the other way.  “How was it?” I asked.
 “Not bad,” said the woman.  Then she told me that the enormous line was only for the second dose of the 
Pfizer vaccine.  I thanked her profusely.
 A bit further on, one of the volunteers directed me to check in at the blue tent near the entrance to the cen-
ter.  This included taking my temperature and tagging me with a yellow paper wristband bearing the number 92454 
which was not a zip code even though it looked like one.  Then I was directed to the line for the J&J vaccine.
It turned out that the center was actually administering first and second dose Pfizer shots as well as the J&J.  
I am guessing this had a lot to do with the shelf life of the available vaccines and that the first doses of Pfizer were 
already allocated to specific appointments as the J&J doses undoubtedly were.
 There were, then, three lines going into the center and mine was the shortest.  Still, there was rather a long 
wait.  One of the volunteers was a runner; he went back and forth between the next few people in each line and the 
first check in station taking driver’s licenses and IDs and returning them along with the half-sheet-size yellow ap-
pointment confirmations.  But everything seemed very well organized and numerous volunteers ensured that each 
step of the process went smoothly as people were gradually admitted into the center, checked in at one last point 
with their insurance cards if available, then channeled towards the correct vaccine givers.  Given the magnitude of 
the vaccination effort, I was impressed.
 I got my shot at station number 13 about 1:25 p.m. from a very personable young woman, a graduate of 
Loma Linda University, who normally works in radiology.  I was the first dose of the next fresh batch of 3.  Evident-
ly, due to the high perishability of the vaccine once it was removed from refrigeration and loaded into the hypoder-
mic syringes, only 3 doses at a time were distributed to each station.  I was then directed to the area for the 15-min-
ute wait for any reactions where I took a seat at 1:30 p.m.
Nurses were supervising people in this area, circulating among the widely spaced chairs.  At about 1:40, a 
nurse asked me how I was feeling, and at that point, other than the pain of the shot, I was fine.  Moments after she 
walked away, I noticed a faint tingling in my hands which then began randomly moving around my body, mostly on 
the left side where I’d gotten the shot.  I could definitely feel something foreign had entered my body.  
 The nurse came by again and I told her what I was experiencing; it was difficult to describe clearly.  I ended 
up staying about 45 minutes in the waiting area so they could monitor me.  I also experienced a brief numbness of 
my face and equally brief pain in my shoulders and knees.  The random tingling gave way to some random thrum-
ming as if I was hyper aware of my circulatory system.  My pulse was up, my oxygen level was down.  They allowed 
me to remove my mask and encouraged me to breathe from my diaphragm.  That did the trick for both my pulse 
and oxygen level.  I also had a little bit of spaciness but decided I would not share that with the nurses since they 
were already concerned about me getting home safely.  When they asked, I told them I had driven myself and had 
no one I could call to drive me home.
 I was motivated to get back home before anything further popped up.  I figured that if it was my fate to 
experience a very bad reaction, it would have already happened and now I needed to get home and make myself as 
comfortable as possible for the duration.  Finally, I assured them that I only had to drive 8 miles on surface streets 
and that I would take the shuttle back to the parking lot from the center rather than walk back.  One of the nurs-
es filled out the patient portion of the yellow appointment slip for me at the final checkout and likely added a 
few of her own notes.  I have no doubt that she noticed more than I was able to verbalize.  They gave me a CDC 
COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card to fill out and keep.  I made it home without any problems.
 Once home, I changed clothes, had a good lunch, and settled in for whatever was going to happen.  I defi-
nitely got chills—not the teeth chattering variety—but the kind where you know that if you were normal, and you 
were underneath as many layers as I was, you would be sweltering.  In fact, during the night, I got up and put on a 
wool hat to complete my ensemble.  I also experienced what felt like an extreme tiredness of my eyes.  It was as if I 
had read a 1,000-page book in one sitting or binge watched 10 hours of videos.  And the level of ringing in my ears 
was a bit louder than usual.
 The next morning, the chills were receding, my eyes felt much better, my ears were back to normal, and I 
had transitioned to some fatigue and aching.  I took it easy, stayed bundled up on the sofa most of the day, watched 
DVDs, read, and napped.  I think I have weathered the storm and after seeing that incredibly long line for second 
doses, and also hearing that the second shot of Pfizer or Moderna really hits you hard, I am glad that I don’t have to 
go back for a second shot!
The best information claims that full immunity benefits require two weeks from the date of the vaccination 
to develop.  I am waiting.
